LCA Stainless Steel Pole System
Quality you can count on,..

part number:
weight: 3.5 lbs.

LBMHA-01

LBMHA-01:
The Lift Bail
Multi-Hanger
assembly incorporates T-Bar, Rail
Hook and Lift Bail
into one unit. It
attaches to a P-1.2505 pole with a 3/8”
x 2” SS Ball-Lok
quick release pin.
There is also a
safety lanyard with
a 3/16” Ball-Lok
quick release pin.

Pole Assembly

part number:

PA-1.25-05

weight: 8.2 lbs.

LCA Stainless Steel Pole System

Lift Bail
Multi-Hanger Assembly

Lights Camera Action, LLC didn’t invent
the pole system... we just made it better. We
designed a new lift bail and multi-hanger
lift bail system with quick release Ball-Lok
pins that are part of the lift bail. The pole is a
totally independent assembly.
We designed a coupling system that has
the Ball-Lok quick release pins installed on
the couplers rather than the poles.
A 12” Standoff was fabricated from 1” pipe
to keep the lighthead from resting on the wall.
To facilitate storage and shipping,
the poles are 5’ in length. The poles are
constructed of 1.25” diameter schedule 10
pipe. The thicker walls give more stability
and sturdiness. All pole assemblies come
with wire-way cutouts, pre-drilled lanyard
holes and a coupler assembly.
Custom designs specific to your needs are
available.

LCA Stainless Steel Pole System

				

LCA Stainless Steel Pole System
Coupler Assembly

part number: CPL-10
weight: 2.0 lbs.

part number:

345-0642

LBSHA-01
weight: 1.6 lbs.

CPL-10: 10” Coupler for 1.25” Sch. 10 pipe.
Complete with two 1/16” SS lanyards each with
3/8” x 2” SS Ball-Lok quick release pins.

LBSHA-01:
The Lift Bail
Standard Hanger
Assembly comes
with 3/8” x 2” SS
Ball-Lok quick
release pin and
attaches to the
PA-1.25-05 pole
assembly.

RADION 12” Standoff

part number: RAD-12” Standoff
weight: 5.0 lbs.

12” standoff designed to
keep the RADION lighthead
from resting on the side wall
of the pool when tilted.

PA-1.25-05: The single pole assembly consists of a 5’ length of 1.25”
Sch. 10 pipe with wire-way cutouts and a 10” Coupler Assembly
made from 1.5” Sch. 10 pipe. The Coupler Assembly comes complete with two 1/16” SS lanyards each with a 3/8” x 2” SS Ball-Lok
quick release pin.
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Lift Bail Assembly
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